
2pac ones wrote a poem 

The rose that grew from the concrete 

Now It obvious that i aint 2pac  

and the legend 2pac aint me  

But  

that poem made me think 

That iwe should see our city  

as a concrete jungle.  

Where we all are equal roses. 

Imagine where we are going to be  

in few years, a decade or in a century 

 

Nobody wants to be a one day fly right... 

Success doesn't happen over night right.. 

So maybe it's time to make a left  

instead of being a left over...  

 

Tonight !!! 

 I welcome you all to my city  

I know that's the Mayor's job 

But bear with me... 

 

We live in 0-10 ' 

That means we make a ten out of a zero  

like its nothing  

I come from a city whose known 

for not giving up  

and stand for something. 

If there is an obstacle 

We crush it 

Diversity 

WE LOVE IT !!! 

0-10 the city of dreams  

And we will get the job done  

by any means !!! 

Necessary    

The future 

We will be more than ready ! 

 

We have the whole world in the house tonight.... 

So the first round of applause is for yourself  

Because you could have been everywhere in the world  

But you chose to be here with me.... 

and That's a quote i stole from Jay-z 

 

It was all a dream  

No it wasn't B 

every single person here tonight  



followed their dream  

 

We have 40 new roses that i have to welcome tonight  

and We are going to speed things up a little bit. 

Let give the new roses a welcome they will never forget.. 

And instead of doing clap clap clap 

We do WHAP WHAP WHAP  

Ok… ! 

 

Let's start in Europe  

 

They say that life is a vicious circle 

I say Life is a loop  

The first company i want to welcome to you 

came all the way from spain  

Liveloop The Professional Looping Software for Live Music Performances 

 

life has expanded our imagination 

Artificial intelligence has entered today  

And no A.I is not stupid 

because we do it in a wisdom way   

 

Awesome... 

Maybe we can have our first Artificial intelligence call through Swisscom 

 

In 0-10 You are innocent until proven guilty. 

Thanks, now we can at least have our healthy drinks before trial 

mannnnn !! 

 

I am a vocalist so with other words i need my VOX To Supply a group 

so they can hear my message... 

 

Through the Geomatrix earth science you can find almost everything you need ! 

 

I know everybody knows twitter  

well there is a new bird in town to detect high risk containers in the harbor  

Give it up for conexbird. 

 

We are almost done with the european companies  

And from now on i can make smart online payments  

through Vitesse PSP 

 

stay with me..  

 



Everytime i have to make tough decisions 

i crunch analytics  

 

My logistics venta trans europe  

That just sounds expensive... 

 

We have a saying in 0-10 

Turkey is always #1 

So if you are searching for a solution  

You call Nuvo Tasarim Or separ Plastics 

cause we like answers and don't like pollution. 

 

Let's welcome our Roses from Asia  

 

We have some big players in the house tonight  

This is the #4 on the fortune Global list 500 

They are an oil and gas company 

Give a warm welcome to Petro China international. 

 

Malaysian Rubber Export Promotion Council supply 60% of the global rubber glove market. 

 

And if your looking for an investment call Jiashan China-Europe Innovation Center.  

 

Its 2019 so i am about to store my energy at Nippon Koei Energy. 

 

2pac said all eyes on me but if it comes to chemicals i will reach out to the KPB 

Kumho P&B Chemicals, Inc. 

Roses don't grow separate 

but in a pact - engineering 

Pluss Advanced Technologies & Planys Technologies 

make innovation look easy 

 

And if you're looking for a steady partner in the harbor call RMS Marine Service 

 

or if your looking for some real power call Growatt 

 

The Malaysian Timber can always provide you with some Council (MTC)  

 

I will not be surprised if we are about to built our first iron man  

With Cyberdyne inc, Special thanks to Dr Sankai  

 

Sinomed is fighting hard to save our hearts  

The same thing can be said for Centrient Pharmaceuticals. 

 

Cosco Shipping Specialized Carriers that was a whole sentence by itself 

. 

And there is one company who inspects it all  

ASCO International Inspection and Certification Services. 



 

Damn that is whole mouth full 

That's a dutching saying 

That really doesn't sound good in englisch. 

 

Let's welcome our only rose From africa 

We haven't talked about food yet 

and this company provides solutions from matooke  

That my favorite banana 

Give a warm welcome to the roses from gabanna 

And from the roses in africa to the roses in america 

Its October and that means that from now on it's going to be cold. 

The people are going to complain and be sad  

But that’s over now !.  

Are you still with me  

Give it up for the people who bring joy even in the winter from 

The happy city  

 

My wife said i gained some weight  

so i will donate some of my fat to bbn Cardio. 

 

From sunup till sunday 

Lev GET's me around town 

I'm about to soom in  

and talk with the award winning technology geeks from the ocd lab. 

 

Rotterdam makes it happen ,Arktura makes design happen 

I feel like there is a match made in technology heaven. 

 

Anddddd  

How dope is that !!! 

I can buy a bio 3d printer at Aleph Objects 

 

A new platform has found its way to our traveling city 

give it up for localie. 

 

We love family businesses so the last rose from america is 

Uncle Tito Smart Modal Logistics 

It's time to say G'day Mates to our last two roses 

The IDE GROUP And verton  

And with those two companies  

this poem closes !!! 



 


